The following paper does not explicitly address targeting killing, and most of it is probably not worth reading for the workshop. It does, however, have implications for targeted killing, and I will briefly identify those. These are the parts that you should focus on.
In the paper, I address only a sufficient condition for self-defense against attack. In the larger project, I hope to argue:
(1) A similar condition applies to defense of others.
(2) The proportionality requirements for those who are culpable in the sense of being agentresponsible for acting wrongly are radically weaker (and perhaps non-existent) than those addressed in the paper (which assume non-culpability). (3) A necessary condition for having a liberty-right to defend forcibly (and harmfully) is that doing so suitably reduces harm from non-just attacks. Thus, there would be no such right for purely retributive reasons.
What does this imply about targeting killing by agents of the state? I don't address this in the paper, but like McMahan (e.g., 2009), I believe (controversially) that principles governing the military and other agents of the state are the same as those of everyday citizens, although the circumstances of application are quite different. Thus, I believe that there is nothing wrong in principle, under the right circumstances, with targeted killing by the state. This, however, leaves open two more difficult questions: (1) In practice, how common is it for an agent of the state to have a justified belief that a specific case of targeting killing is permissible? (2) Would a morally permissible legal system (legally) permit targeted killing (and if so with what safeguards)? These are the pressing practical questions, and I do not address them.
